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Investors are increasingly turning to convenient, low-cost investment solutions
such as index funds to help save for retirement and other important financial
goals. This trend has fueled the growth of the asset management industry and led
to questions around what impact, if any, asset managers should have on the
companies they invest in. How do asset managers approach investment
stewardship and to what degree do they factor in environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) considerations?
For BlackRock, the answers are inseparable from our role as a fiduciary to our
clients’ assets. Our mission is to create a better financial future for our
clients and our number one focus is on generating long-term sustainable
performance. Just as we expect the companies in which we invest to understand
the macroeconomic and industry trends in which they operate, we also believe
that a company’s awareness of regulatory and societal trends helps drive longterm performance and mitigate risk.
In this ViewPoint, we review the roles of the stakeholders in the investment
stewardship ecosystem, including asset managers, asset owners, index
providers, and proxy advisors. We then explore the different approaches to
investment stewardship, including BlackRock’s engagement-first approach. Our
overarching goal is to encourage companies to deliver long-term, sustainable
growth and returns for our clients. In addition, we highlight publicly available data
on the voting records of US-registered mutual funds, which demonstrate
considerable variability in voting patterns among asset managers. At BlackRock,
we take an engagement-first approach where proxy voting is only one component
of our process. We focus primarily on the US corporate governance landscape,
but similar practices exist globally.

The opinions expressed are as of July 2018 and may change as subsequent conditions vary.

Key Observations
1. The roles and responsibilities of asset owners, asset managers, index providers, and proxy advisors are often
conflated in discussions around investment stewardship.
2. Asset owners are the economic owners of assets. They make critical decisions about how their money is
invested, including:
a. Establishing investment policies (e.g., investment objectives, asset allocation policies, and approach to
sustainability, or ESG matters).
b. Whether to manage their assets internally or outsource to an external asset manager.
c. How to handle their responsibilities as public company shareholders (e.g., proxy voting policies, reliance on
proxy advisors, and/or insourcing versus outsourcing of investment stewardship activities).
3. Asset managers are fiduciary agents, required to act in the best interest of their clients, the asset owners.
a. There are many different business models of asset management, with companies offering a wide range of
products to meet the needs of various clients.
b. Likewise, there is a wide range of approaches to investment stewardship across the asset management industry.
c. Asset managers do not participate directly in the economic results of companies in which they invest on behalf
of clients.
d. Traditional asset managers (e.g., mutual fund managers) generally do not take seats on public company boards.
4. Index providers develop index construction rules that drive the inclusion of securities in indexes.
a. Index providers offer both broad market and specialized indexes.
b. Index providers have developed indexes that exclude certain exposures (e.g., tobacco, controversial weapons)
as well as suites of ESG-oriented indexes in response to demand from asset owners.
c. ESG indexes have their own specific index inclusion (or exclusion) rules.
5. Proxy advisory firms provide data, voting recommendations, and vote submission technology to their clients, who
may use all or just some of the available services.
6. Investment stewardship encompasses engagement with companies and the voting of proxies.
a. Investors (inclusive of asset owners and asset managers) approach investment stewardship in different ways.
Some rely heavily on proxy advisor recommendations, while others emphasize various forms of engagement.
b. In line with our fiduciary responsibility, BlackRock’s number one focus is on generating long-term sustainable
performance for our clients.
c. BlackRock takes an engagement-first approach to investment stewardship, emphasizing direct dialogues
with companies on issues that we believe have a material impact on financial performance.
d. BlackRock has never initiated a shareholder proposal on any company’s proxy statement, initiated a proxy
fight, or led an activist effort against management; and BlackRock has never sought a seat on a public
company board as part of its stewardship activities.
e. BlackRock is committed to providing transparency. Our engagement priorities, voting guidelines, and voting
records are available on our website.
7. Proxy Voting Data
a. Proxy voting statistics include both management proposals and shareholder proposals. In 2017, there were
nearly 28,000 ballot items on proxies of Russell 3000 companies, of which more than 27,000 were
management proposals, the majority of which are routine. 1
b. Asset managers can and do take different views on the same proposal.
c. All equity assets managed by BlackRock may not be voted the same way on any given issue.
8. Any decision about a company’s strategic direction is up to the company’s management, its board, and the majority
of shareholders.
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Roles of Key Stakeholders

Asset Managers

Who are the relevant stakeholders in the investment
stewardship ecosystem? Asset owners, asset managers,
index providers, and proxy advisors each play important and
distinct roles.

Asset managers are professional investment firms that can
be hired by asset owners to manage all or a portion of the
asset owner’s portfolio. It is estimated that about threequarters of the world’s financial assets are managed directly
by asset owners, whereas about one-quarter are managed
by asset managers.4 Asset managers are fiduciaries
required to act in the best interest of their clients.

Asset Owners
Asset owners are the economic owners of assets that are
invested in the real economy. Examples of asset owners are
pension plans, insurance companies, official institutions,
banks, foundations, endowments, family offices, and
individual investors, each of which has different investment
objectives and constraints.2 Asset owners (inclusive of both
institutional and individual investors) can invest in company
stock either by purchasing that stock directly or by hiring an
asset manager to invest on their behalf. When an asset
owner utilizes the investment management services of an
asset manager, such investments can be structured as
separate accounts3 or commingled investment vehicles
(e.g., mutual funds).
Asset owners own the investment risk associated with their
investments, as well as any gains or losses in the value of
those investments. Exhibit 1 provides a list of the largest US
pension plan sponsors, which reflect some of the largest USbased asset owners. Even where an asset owner
outsources management of all or a portion of its assets to an
asset manager, asset owners make strategic decisions
about their portfolios including asset allocation, portfolio
objectives, constraints, and investment strategy. As
discussed in this paper, asset owners can also establish
sustainability (e.g., ESG) policies and decide how to vote in
public companies. Asset owners may utilize the advice of
investment consultants or other types of advisors in making
these strategic decisions.

Exhibit 1: Largest US Pension Plan Sponsors

1
2
3

Name

Total plan
assets
($ billions)

Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board

$531.5

California Public Employees' Retirement
System
California State Teachers' Retirement
System

$336.7
$216.2

Importantly, even when an asset manager is managing
assets on behalf of an asset owner, the asset owner
continues to be the economic owner of the assets. Since
asset managers are not the economic owners of the assets
under their management (AUM), asset managers do not
participate directly in the economic results of companies in
which they invest. Instead, asset managers earn a fee based
on the amount of AUM.5 These fees are typically structured
as a small percentage of the total value of the client’s
portfolio. Exhibit 2 lists the largest asset managers by AUM
as of December 2017, and shows the amount of assets
invested in equities.

Exhibit 2: Largest Global Asset Managers
Firm name

Total AUM
($ Billions)

Equity AUM*
($ Billions)

1 BlackRock

$6,288

$3,364

2 Vanguard Group

$4,940

$3,508

3 State Street Global Advisors

$2,782

$1,836

4 Fidelity Investments

$2,449

$1,482

$1,893

$473

$1,778

$1,369

$1,714

$561

8 Amundi

$1,709

$279

9 Goldman Sachs

$1,494

$321

10 Prudential Financial

$1,394

$376

11 PIMCO

$1,335

$40

$1,330

$359

$1,080

$470

5

BNY Mellon Investment
Management

6 Capital Group
7

12

J.P. Morgan Asset
Management

Legal & General Investment
Management

13 Wellington

4

New York State Common Retirement Fund

$201.2

5

New York City Retirement Systems

$189.8

14 T. Rowe Price

$991

$755

6

State Board of Administration of Florida

$167.9

15 Nuveen

$970

$353

7

Teacher Retirement System of Texas

$146.3

8

The Boeing Co.

$121.7

9

New York State Teachers' Retirement
System

$115.6

10

AT&T Inc.

$113.6

Total AUM and equity AUM source: Pensions & Investments, as of
December 31, 2017.
*Includes separate accounts, mutual funds, and ETFs.

Source: Pensions & Investments. As of Sep. 30, 2017.
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Index Providers
Index providers are responsible for creating and maintaining
index methodologies that are designed to reflect the
composition of a basket of securities that the index provider
believes are representative of a given market. Equity
indexes may focus on a capitalization range (e.g., large
cap), a regional area (e.g., global, US, emerging markets), a
sector (e.g., industrials, financials, consumer goods, etc.)
and increasingly, factors (e.g., value, momentum). Indexes
are often utilized as a performance reference for asset
owner portfolios, commingled investment vehicles and
separate accounts. Indexes are privately owned and
licensed by the relevant index provider to users of indexes –
typically asset owners, asset managers, or other financial
intermediaries. Index providers define the index inclusion
rules, which determine the securities that comprise
each index. The largest equity index providers are MSCI,
S&P Dow Jones, and FTSE Russell. Exhibit 3 highlights
some of the most commonly referenced indexes.

competitive and innovative marketplace. As such, index
providers seek to create indexes that can compete for
adoption. Increasingly, asset owners are seeking indexes
that reflect ESG information as a component of the index
construction methodology. In response to this demand,
index providers have developed ESG-oriented indexes,
including S&P Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes,
FTSE4Good Indexes, and MSCI ESG indexes. Examples of
various types of sustainability-related indexes are described
in Exhibit 4.

Exhibit 4: Examples of Sustainability-Related
Indexes
Type of Index

Description

ESG Indexes

Indexes designed for investors
seeking exposure to companies
with stronger sustainability profiles
(often measured by ESG scores)
with relatively low tracking error to
the underlying equity market.

Socially Responsible
Investing (SRI) Indexes
& Exclusionary Screens

Indexes that screen out or exclude
certain types of companies (e.g.,
ex tobacco, ex firearms, etc.).

Environmental Indexes

Indexes designed to support
various low carbon, fossil fuel, and
thematic strategies.

Exhibit 3: Examples of Common Indexes
EMEA
Financial Times Stock Exchange (FTSE) All-Share
Financial Times Stock Exchange (FTSE) 350
Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) Europe
SIX Swiss Performance Index
US
Standard & Poor's (S&P) 500
Standard & Poor's (S&P) MidCap 400
Dow Jones
Russell 2000
Russell 3000
APAC
CSI 300
Hang Seng (HSI)
Nihon Keizai Shimbun (Nikkei) 225
Tokyo Stock Price (TOPIX) Index

Source: Morningstar, December 2016.
In choosing among market indexes, asset owners typically
consider their investment objectives and requirements, as
well as the innovation and incremental improvements in the
construction of each index offered by index providers. The
ability to choose one market index over another promotes a

Source: MSCI, available at
https://www.msci.com/documents/10199/242721/MSCI_ESG_Indexes.pdf/
42ef2d23-c4ef-4672-8476-52bbb8c98cca. For illustrative purposes only.
Not comprehensive.
Indexes are rebalanced on a regular basis. Each index has
its own methodology for rebalancing that is determined by
the index provider. For example, the FTSE Russell Indexes
are rebalanced annually. The most recent FTSE Russell
index rebalancing was completed at the end of June. The
2018 FTSE Russell rebalance resulted in more than
$39 billion in equities traded during Nasdaq’s closing auction
on the day of the rebalance.6 The S&P Equity Indexes are
rebalanced on a quarterly basis. MSCI reconstitutes semiannually in May and November to recalibrate the index
universe, and rebalances quarterly to reflect significant
moves of securities within the index. The MSCI May semiannual review led to approximately $23.9 billion in buys and
sells for the developed markets indexes and $11.2 billion for
the emerging markets indexes.7
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Index Inclusion and the Unequal Voting Rights Debate

FTSE Russell also announced in July 2017 that it
would begin excluding from all standard FTSE Russell
Indexes, companies that have less than 5% voting
stock held by unrestricted public shareholders. For
existing index constituents, this change will become
effective in September 2022, effectively permitting a
temporary grandfathering of existing index
components.9
Likewise, in November 2017, MSCI announced its
decision to temporarily treat any securities of
companies with unequal voting structures as ineligible
for certain of its indexes. Given feedback from clients,
in January 2018 MSCI initiated a consultation that
proposed adjusting company weightings based on the

Proxy Advisors
Proxy advisory firms are a critical component of the proxy
voting system, providing research and recommendations on
proxy votes. Proxy advisory firms also provide voting
infrastructure and some provide consulting services to public
companies. The first dedicated proxy advisory firms were
founded in the 1980s. Today, there are two global firms and
numerous regional firms, as shown in Exhibit 5. The
dominant firm in terms of market share is Institutional
Shareholder Services (ISS).
Both asset owners and asset managers use proxy advisory
firms in different ways and rely on them to a different extent.
Some investors (inclusive of asset owners and asset
managers) have their own in-house proxy voting and
stewardship functions that use the research from proxy
advisory firms as an input into their investment stewardship
process, whereas others rely more heavily or even
exclusively on the recommendations of proxy advisors for
deciding how to vote. Given the large number of votes that
take place during proxy season each year, many investors
rely heavily on the recommendations of proxy advisors to

In our view, policy makers, not index providers should
set corporate governance standards. While we agree
with the sentiments expressed by index providers that
“one share for one vote” is the preferable structure for
publicly-traded companies, we believe that this issue
should be addressed by regulators. In our view, broad
market indexes should be as expansive and diverse as
the underlying industries and economies whose
performance they seek to capture. In constructing
indexes, index providers should make every effort to
reflect the investable marketplace in the broad
benchmark indexes that they produce. We believe that
if index providers want to address the dual share class
issue within their index methodologies, they should do
so by utilizing methodologies that take into account
voting rights as part of their ESG index series, since
this is clearly a “G” issue.

Exhibit 5: Examples of Proxy Advisory Firms

GLOBAL

In July 2017, S&P Dow Jones announced that it would
exclude companies with multiple-share class structures
from inclusion in the S&P Composite 1500 and
component indices (including the S&P 500, S&P
MidCap 400, and S&P SmallCap 600). Companies that
had already been included in those indexes were
grandfathered.8

companies’ public voting rights without grandfathering
existing companies.11 As part of the investment
stewardship process, BlackRock and others submitted
letters to MSCI expressing concerns or support for the
proposed approach. BlackRock’s Open Letter
Regarding Consultation on the Treatment of Unequal
Voting Structures in the MSCI Equity Indexes is
available on our website. MSCI recently announced
their decision on inclusion rules has been delayed until
October 2018.12

REGIONAL

Recently, several index providers have grappled with
the treatment of companies with unequal voting rights
structures in their indexes. Following are highlights of
decisions made by S&P Dow Jones, FTSE Russell,
and MSCI regarding inclusion of companies with
unequal voting rights in their indexes.

Firm

Founded

Domicile

Clients

ISS2

1985

US

1,900+ clients

Glass Lewis3

2003

US

1,300+ clients

IVIS

1993

UK

PIRC

1986

UK

Proxinvest

1995

France

Egan Jones

2002

US

InGovern

2010

India

Data as per proxy firms’ own websites, retrieved Jun. 21, 2018. Number of
clients likely involves double-counting as some asset managers and asset
owners are clients of more than one proxy advisory firm.
1. Government Accountability Office, Proxy Advisory Firms’ Role in Voting
and Corporate Governance Practices (Nov. 2016).
2. Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) is owned by Genstar Capital.
3. Glass Lewis is owned by Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board
(OTPP) and Alberta Investment Management Corp. (AIMCo).
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determine their votes, as they may not have the resources to
individually analyze each proposal in detail. As a result,
proxy advisors can have significant influence over the
outcome of both management and shareholder proposals. 13
Recently, proxy advisory firms have attracted the attention of
policy makers who want to understand how proxy advisors
determine their voting recommendations and manage
conflicts of interest. Some policy makers have called for
legislation or regulation that would require greater
transparency and enhancements to proxy advisors’
processes for determining voting recommendations. 14

What is Investment Stewardship?
Investment stewardship refers to engagement with public
companies to promote corporate governance practices that
are consistent with encouraging long-term value creation for
shareholders in the company. Engagement and voting
provide shareholders an opportunity to express their views.
When an asset owner invests directly in company stock, the
asset owner makes its own decisions as to whether and how
to vote their shares, as well as any other investment
stewardship activities they choose to undertake. Asset
owner proxy voting decisions can be based solely on the
asset owner’s independent analysis, or can be based on the
research and recommendations of a proxy advisory firm.
When an asset manager is involved, the responsibility for
investment stewardship is often delegated to the asset
manager by the asset owner. Many asset owners, though,
choose not to delegate their investment stewardship
activities to their asset manager(s). For example, at
BlackRock, we have many equity separate account clients
who do not delegate voting authority to BlackRock. In the
case of mutual funds and exchange-traded funds (ETFs),
each fund’s board of directors has oversight of the asset
manager, including its voting policies. Like asset owners,
asset managers may use proxy advisor research as part of
their investment stewardship activities.
Proxy voting is often associated with investment
stewardship, however, voting is not the only form that
stewardship can take. Engagement can also be an important
component of asset owners’ and asset managers’
stewardship activities. Engagement can include one-on-one
meetings with representatives of company boards and/or
management, writing letters to companies, and a variety of
other activities. Different investors take different approaches
ranging from simply following the voting recommendations of
proxy advisors. The approach often depends on the
investment strategy, objectives, time horizon, and the
investor’s view as to material drivers of financial
performance. For the most part, the focus of investment
stewardship activities is governance-related (e.g.,

board composition, the board’s oversight role). In the sidebar
discussion on page 11, we explain the differences between
activist investors, active investors, and active engagement
by index fund managers.
Regulations and stewardship codes often require asset
managers to vote proxies on companies in which they invest
on behalf of clients to the extent their clients have delegated
voting authority to the asset manager. For example, in the
US, both the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
and the Department of Labor (DoL) have issued guidance
stating that as fiduciaries, asset managers must vote proxies
when doing so is in the best interests of their clients. 15
Further, the forthcoming EU Shareholder Rights Directive
will require EU-based asset managers, pension funds and
insurers to disclose “the voting rationale for their most
significant votes.”16
Many have asked how to measure the impact of investment
stewardship. The simple answer is that investment
stewardship is a deliberate undertaking that is designed to
encourage long-term structural improvements, not shortterm, quick results. It is unlikely, for example, that
investment stewardship will result in quarterly changes in
corporate behavior–and it would be a mistake to judge the
impact along these lines. A good way to think about the
impact of investment stewardship is to look at longer-term
structural changes on key, material governance issues. Ten
years ago, for example, it was not uncommon to find a sitting
CEO in a director seat on multiple public companies.
Likewise, it was considered reasonable for an independent
director to serve on six or more boards. Today, these norms
have shifted as active investment stewardship efforts on
these issues have contributed to improvements in corporate
governance at public companies.

BlackRock’s Approach to Investment
Stewardship
BlackRock’s approach to investment stewardship is driven
by our role as a fiduciary to our clients, the asset owners. In
this role, we look to engage constructively with company
management to maximize the value of our clients’
investments in each individual company. BlackRock has had
an in-house team dedicated to investment stewardship since
its inception. The team is organized regionally, reflecting the
different regulatory requirements, corporate governance
practices, and client expectations in different jurisdictions.
BlackRock has over 30 professionals in this area, which
represents the largest dedicated investment stewardship
capability in the asset management industry to our
knowledge, and we have announced plans to continue to
invest in this function.17
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Transparency and Compliance
BlackRock is committed to transparency. In all regions we
publish our engagement priorities, our voting guidelines, our
voting record, and occasionally provide detailed vote
bulletins.18 Every quarter, for each region, we report on our
voting and stewardship engagements. We also publish our
full voting record and summary voting and engagement
statistics annually.19
BlackRock complies with its fiduciary and regulatory
responsibilities to its clients with respect to proxy voting, and
complies with market-level stewardship codes where
applicable. In addition, BlackRock has signed on to several
statements on stewardship, which include committing to
undertaking activities to monitor the corporate governance of
portfolio companies.20 Similarly, BlackRock has been a
signatory to the United Nations-supported Principles for
Responsible Investment (PRI) since 2008, and produces a
report annually that is assessed by the PRI.21
Engagement
Engagement is core to our stewardship program as it helps
us assess a company’s approach to governance in the
context of its specific circumstances. Engagement
conversations in the US are generally held with
management and sometimes with independent board
members. Our Investment Stewardship team engages
extensively with companies around the world on issues that
we have identified as material to companies’ long-term
financial sustainability, and votes on behalf of our clients and
funds that have delegated voting authority to BlackRock. We
engage with companies for four main reasons:
• We are preparing to vote at the company’s shareholder
meeting and need to clarify the information in company
disclosures;
• There has been an event at the company that has
impacted its performance or may impact long-term
company value;
• The company is in a sector or market where there is a
thematic governance issue material to shareholder value;
• Our corporate governance risk analysis has identified the
company as lagging its peers on ESG matters that may
materially impact economic value.
In 2017, our Stewardship team had nearly 1,500 direct
company engagements globally. Exhibit 6 provides an
overview of our engagement meetings in 2017, highlighting
that the majority of engagement meetings are focused on
governance issues. In addition, over the past several years,
we have written letters to company CEOs emphasizing the

Exhibit 6: Breakdown of Engagement Meeting
Topics (July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017)
Region

Environmental

Social

Governance

Americas

50

53

408

Europe, Middle
East, Africa

36

37

456

Asia-Pacific Region

37

33

374

Total

123

123

1,238

Most engagement conversations cover multiple topics. Our engagement
statistics reflect the primary engagement topic for which the meeting was
called. Source: BlackRock Investment Stewardship Report: 2017 Voting
and Engagement Report, available at
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blk-2017annual-voting-and-engagment-statistics-report.pdf.
importance of a long-term approach. In these letters, we
have asked company management to articulate their longterm growth strategies, to ensure proper governance, and to
address other material issues relevant to their business
models.
BlackRock’s Investment Stewardship team seeks to engage
in a constructive manner with companies. Our aim is to build
mutual understanding and to ask probing questions, not to
tell companies what to do. Where we believe a company’s
business or governance practices fall short, we explain our
concerns and expectations, and then allow time for a
considered response. As a long-term investor, we are willing
to be patient with companies when our engagement affirms
they are working to address our concerns. However, our
patience is not infinite – when we do not see progress
despite ongoing engagement, or companies are insufficiently
responsive to our efforts to protect the long-term economic
interests of our clients, we will exercise our right to vote
against management recommendations.22
Given the increased level of interest in our Stewardship
team’s work, we decided to publish our 2018 Engagement
Priorities. They are intended to provide more information to
clients, companies and other relevant stakeholders on
issues our team will focus on over the period and how we
will engage with companies. Engagement on these themes,
particularly where we believe a company could evolve its
practices, may require several meetings, so we maintain our
focus for at least two years. We also engage on a range of
other governance and voting matters as they arise, including
special situations, such as mergers or other control issues.
The sidebar on the following page includes case studies
around our recent engagements in the pharmaceutical and
energy sectors.
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Examples of BlackRock’s Investment Stewardship Engagements
Our engagement can be quite varied depending on the
industry and region. Below we discuss two recent
examples of engagement in the pharmaceutical and
energy sectors. In all cases, we act in our fiduciary
capacity to ensure that the long term value of our
clients’ assets were adequately safeguarded.
Pharmaceutical Industry Engagement
In light of the risks presented to certain pharmaceutical
companies stemming from the opioid epidemic in the
US, we engaged with companies across the
pharmaceutical sector about their enterprise risk
management practices and anticipated public policy
changes that might affect their long-term strategy.23
For the most part, these engagements led to mutual
understanding about how companies were addressing
these risks to their businesses. For those companies
that are in the business of manufacturing opioids, many
had taken steps to enhance oversight of supply chain
risks, had elevated the issue to a board-level risk
committee, and had instituted more robust remedial
measures.
However, one company engaged in the development,
sale, and licensing of products for pain relief had not, in
our view, demonstrated that the board and
management took a sufficiently robust approach to
opioid risks. Based on our engagement, we believed
that it was unlikely that the company would improve its
reporting such that investors could understand how the
company would mitigate these material risks.
Accordingly, we supported a shareholder proposal that
called for a report on the governance measures the
company had implemented "to more effectively monitor
and manage financial and reputational risks related to
the opioid crisis in the United States, given [its]
manufacturing and past sale of opioid medications.”

The proposal received approximately 62% support and
our engagement is ongoing.
Energy Sector Engagement
We have similarly engaged companies across the
energy sector, in the US and internationally. In the
second quarter of 2017 we proactively engaged with 27
US companies on carbon-related risks; 21 of which had
shareholder proposals seeking improved disclosure
around climate change. Regardless of whether a
shareholder proposal appears on the ballot, the aim of
our climate risk engagements are twofold: 1) to gain a
better understanding, through disclosures, of the
processes that each company has in place to manage
climate risks, and 2) to understand how those risks are
likely to impact the business.
25 of the 27 companies we engaged with – including
four major global producers and refiners –
demonstrated a willingness to continue to improve their
climate-related disclosures. This, in our view, presented
the possibility for a more effective disclosure process
than what had been sought in the shareholder
proposals on those company ballots. As a result, in
those instances, we voted against the shareholder
proposals.
However, where we did not see meaningful progress
despite past engagement, or where companies
appeared insufficiently willing to respond to our
concerns – which was the case for two global
producers and refiners – we voted against
management recommendations and supported
shareholder proposals calling for greater disclosure.
These proposals received 62% and 67% support,
respectively, and our engagement continues. 24
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Proxy Voting

against management (including re-election of directors) if the
company is consistently unresponsive or seems not to be
acting in the long-term interests of shareholders. Often we
vote against individual directors due to poor attendance
records and/or over-boarding.

In addition to engaging directly with companies, we vote at
more than 17,000 shareholder meetings globally each year,
on over 160,000 ballot items.25
Our voting guidelines are the benchmark against which we
assess a company’s approach to corporate governance and
the items on the agenda for the shareholder meeting. Our
guidelines are applied pragmatically, and differ region by
region, often with variations at the national level. Our vote
decision is taken to achieve the outcome that we believe
best protects our clients’ long-term economic interests.
The guidelines are reviewed annually and updated as
necessary to reflect: (1) changes in market standards; (2)
evolving governance practices; and (3) insights gained from
engagement over the prior year.
As most companies are well-run with effective boards and
competent management, our starting position is to support
management unless severe governance or performance
concerns are identified. We engage in instances where we
believe issues are material to a company’s long-term
performance, and give management time to address the
issue. Often through our engagement, we gain a better
understanding of management’s approach and why it is in
the interests of long-term shareholders. Even when we
continue to be concerned, we find continuing, constructive
engagement is the best way to communicate our
perspective.
While we are generally supportive of management, we
believe board directors are elected to represent shareholder
interests, among other things. As such, much of the focus of
our proxy voting is on director accountability. Where we
have concerns that the board is not dealing with a material
risk appropriately, we may signal that concern by voting
against the re-election of certain directors we deem most
responsible for board process and risk oversight. We vote

As shown in Exhibit 7, we sometimes vote with management
and sometimes vote against management. There are also
differences in our voting patterns depending on the region in
which the company is based.
Shareholder Proposals
Shareholder proposals are one mechanism for shareholders
to put an issue on the ballot at a company’s shareholder
meeting. Although many market regulations accommodate
some form of shareholder proposal, in the US shareholder
proposals have become a feature of company annual
meetings especially for large cap companies. Under US
regulations, shareholders holding $2,000 worth of shares, or
1% of the shares entitled to vote, for at least one year, may
file shareholder proposals.
A subset of asset owners, and some asset managers use
shareholder proposals as a tool to signal investor concern to
companies about emerging issues and/or as a catalyst for
engagement.26 Larger companies tend to receive the
majority of the proposals each year, although some are filed
at smaller companies in certain sectors. Very few
shareholder proposals pass. In 2017, about 14% received
majority support from investors.27 Under SEC rules,
proposals that do not pass but receive sufficient support can
be resubmitted in subsequent years if certain resubmission
thresholds are met. Although most shareholder proposals
are non-binding, such that management do not have to act
even on those proposals that pass, proxy advisory services
and some investors may seek to penalize a company that
fails to address proposals with increasing or majority
shareholder support, often by voting against directors
standing for election.

Exhibit 7: BlackRock Voting Statistics (July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017)

Total Number of
Meetings Voted

Total Number of
Proposals Voted

% of Meetings Voted
Against One or More
Management
Recommendations

United States

4,048

33,835

26%

9%

Americas (ex-US)

1,138

8,925

46%

12%

United Kingdom

853

11,455

20%

3%

EMEA (ex-UK)

2,383

33,464

53%

11%

Japan

2,220

22,737

41%

6%

Asia-Pacific (ex-Japan)

6,667

53,045

36%

10%

Total

17,309

163,461

37%

9%

Region

% of Proposals Voted
Against Management
Recommendation

BlackRock Investment Stewardship Report: 2017 Voting and Engagement Report (available at
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/publication/blk-2017-annual-voting-and-engagment-statistics-report.pdf).
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Under Securities and Exchange Act Rule 14a-8, companies
can exclude from the ballot proposals that do not meet
certain procedural requirements or can seek ‘no action relief’
from the SEC to exclude certain proposals.28 The most
common reasons this relief is granted are if the proposal is
in direct conflict with a management proposal or the
company has already substantially implemented what the
proposal seeks to address.
Companies can also discuss shareholder proposals with its
proponents, and if an agreed upon outcome can be reached
in advance of the vote, the shareholder could withdraw the
proposal. Withdrawals of shareholder proposals occur with
some frequency. For example, of the 608 shareholder
proposals filed in the 2017 Form N-PX filing year, 123
(20.2%) were withdrawn.29
With respect to BlackRock’s approach to shareholder
proposals, our engagement on material ESG issues does
not begin or end with a vote on a shareholder proposal.
During our direct engagements with companies, we address
the issues covered by any shareholder proposals that we
believe to be material to the long-term financial returns of
that company. Where management demonstrates a
willingness to address the material issues raised, and we are
satisfied with the progress being made, we will generally
support the company and vote against the shareholder
proposal. Sometimes, proposals we might have otherwise
supported are withdrawn from company ballots due to
engagement by the proponents and other shareholders that
resulted in the company voluntarily adopting additional
disclosures similar to what the shareholder proposal had
called for.
We also vote against shareholder proposals that, in our
assessment, are too prescriptive or narrowly focused, deal
with issues we consider to be the purview of the board or
management, or where the company is already reporting in
the spirit of the shareholder proposal even if not in its exact
format. Our interpretation of the gradual decline in the
number of shareholder proposals and levels of support 30
over the past few years is that direct engagement is building
mutual understanding between companies and their longterm investors on emerging issues, particularly as it relates
to “G” proposals. That said, in some instances BlackRock
supports shareholder proposals on material E, S, and G
issues when we do not see demonstrated commitment to
address investor concerns or the company has made
insufficient progress.
While BlackRock votes on shareholder proposals that are on
company ballots, we have never filed a shareholder proposal
on any company’s proxy statement or initiated a proxy fight.
In addition, BlackRock has never sought a seat on a public
company board as part of its stewardship activities.

Data-Driven Discussion of Voting Records
Voting records of registered US mutual funds are public.
Every August all mutual funds are required to file a full voting
record for each US registered mutual fund on Form N-PX
with the SEC. As part of our commitment to transparency,
BlackRock includes links to those filings on our investment
stewardship website. The discussion in this section is based
on publicly available data for US companies in the Russell
3000 Index, followed by a brief discussion of shareholder
proposals as well as BlackRock’s approach to voting.
BlackRock votes on thousands of company-sponsored ballot
items and shareholder proposals in the US each year.
Management proposals often relate to routine matters such
as the reappointment of auditors. Most asset owners and
asset managers including BlackRock are usually supportive
of management on such routine proposals. In analyzing
voting data, the presence of tens of thousands of routine and
non-controversial votes can increase correlations between
the voting statistics of various shareholders, even if they
take significantly different approaches to proxy voting, and
investment stewardship more generally. To put this in
perspective, in 2017, there were nearly 28,000 ballot
items on proxies of Russell 3000 companies, of which
more than 27,000 were management proposals. In certain
instances, the inclusion of non-controversial ballot items in
analyses of voting data has resulted in the misperception
that the voting records of most large asset managers are
highly correlated amongst asset managers and with the
recommendations of proxy advisors. As demonstrated in
Exhibit 8, this is not the case with respect to more
controversial votes, like shareholder proposals.
Shareholder proposals tend to be more contentious than
management proposals. These proposals receive greater
public and media coverage, amplifying their non-routine
nature. As a result, looking at data on shareholder proposals
can provide greater insight into the variation in voting
records and approaches to investment stewardship among
different types of investors. As discussed in the previous
section, when shareholder proposals are on the ballot, we
evaluate each on its merits in the context of materiality to the
company’s long-term financial performance.
As highlighted in Exhibit 8, based on a review of shareholder
proposals that were voted on in the 2017 SEC Form N-PX
filing34 year by asset managers who held shares in
companies in the Russell 3000 Index, the voting patterns
differ considerably across various asset managers and
the managers’ records differ strongly when compared to
ISS recommendations. Exhibit 8 is based on public filings
by US registered mutual funds; this data is regularly
analyzed by parties interested in voting such as academics,
non-governmental organizations (NGOs), the media, and
corporate advisory firms.
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Exhibit 8: Inclusion of Routine Management Proposals Increases Misperception of Similarities in
Voting Records

Source: ISS Analytics, BlackRock Analysis. Based on Russell 3000 company proposals between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2017. Each asset manager
offers different funds and the holdings from one manager to another are likely to differ somewhat. As a result, not all asset managers vote on all of the same
shareholder proposals, however, the percentages provide a useful comparison. The “n =” under each manager’s name highlights how many proposals
(management / shareholder) are included in the percentages in each graph. Depending on the agenda item that is being voted on, the proxy card provides
investors a choice of voting "for," "against," or "abstain," or "for" or "withhold." Some asset managers use an ‘abstain’ vote in instances where they view the
proposal as ordinary business, if unqualified support for a proposal is not warranted, or where companies have responded in part to the proposal. For the
most part, asset managers appear to be moving away from using an abstention when presented with the option (rather than voting “against”). In the 2017
N-PX filing year, BlackRock did not abstain from any votes on ballot items for companies included in this analysis of the Russell 3000 Index. In cases when
an institution’s funds cast two different types of votes on one proposal (a “split vote” scenario), only the vote that was cast different than management was
counted and taken into consideration. This data omits proxy contests, say on pay frequency and proxy contest director election, which accounts for the
difference in statistics between this data and our annual report data (included in Exhibit 7).

Understanding Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG) Considerations
The term ESG has become a catchall phrase that often
means different things to different people. This has created
the need to better define what is meant by ESG and how
ESG factors may be incorporated into portfolio management
activities conducted by asset managers. ESG is often
misunderstood to suggest that ESG is about inserting social
or political values into investment activities. This is not the
case. While some asset owners may choose to avoid certain
assets that do not align with their social or political views or
seek out ones that do, incorporating ESG factors into the
investment process is about enhancing risk-adjusted
financial performance. This is particularly true for asset
managers who have a fiduciary responsibility to their clients,
and therefore must work to maximize the long-term value of
client investments., BlackRock’s number one goal is to
maximize long-term value for our clients. Asset managers
cannot utilize client assets to push their own social or
political views, though they may offer socially responsible
investment (SRI) strategies where clients specifically request
these strategies. Considerations of material sustainability
insights are incorporated into portfolio management in
different ways, as discussed below.

The BlackRock Investment Institute recently issued a report
entitled Sustainable Investing: A “Why Not” Moment, which
explores the key ways that incorporating sustainable
investing insights into portfolios can improve outcomes.31 In
addition, the paper highlights deficiencies in existing ESG
data, which requires going beyond headline figures such as
ESG scores to understand the investment implications of a
given ESG factor.
Integrating ESG Insights into Investment Processes
Business-relevant sustainability issues (including those
related to ESG matters) can contribute to a company’s
sustainable long-term financial performance. Companies
that manage sustainability risks and opportunities well tend
to have stronger cash flows, lower borrowing costs and
higher valuations, as concluded in a study conducted by
MSCI.32 Another study suggests US firms with strong track
records on key sustainability metrics have significantly
outperformed those with poor report cards.33 Thus,
incorporating these considerations into the investment
research, portfolio construction and stewardship process can
enhance long-term risk-adjusted returns.
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Differences between: Activist Investors, Active Managers, and Active Engagement
All asset managers, whether following absolute return,
relative return, factor, or index strategies, have the ability
to vote proxies based on the number of shares they hold
across various portfolios where clients have delegated
voting authority to the asset manager. One of the
concerns raised by commentators over the past decade
has been that “index managers” should not be passive
with regards to engagement with the companies whose
stocks the index funds hold.35
Over the past decade, there has been increasing
pressure from some commentators and policy makers for
asset managers and asset owners to engage with
companies on a variety of topics, including long-term
performance and ESG issues.36 Some have gone as far
as to state that “the current level of the monitoring of
investee companies and engagement by institutional
investors and asset managers is often inadequate and
too focused on short-term returns, which may lead to
suboptimal corporate governance and performance of
listed companies.”37
Activist investors
Activist investors are primarily private fund managers
whose strategy is to take a large position in a company
and then vigorously advocate for significant corporate
changes. The activist might seek board seats or
encourage management to consider a merger or break
up a company into multiple entities. While they are often
criticized for advocating for corporate strategies that
maximize short-term profits rather than taking a longerterm view, activists argue that they unlock value for
shareholders.
One of the concerns that has been raised is that index
funds prevent activists from improving companies. In the
case of BlackRock, we sometimes support activists and
sometimes support management. In the 2017 N-PX filing
year, BlackRock supported 5 of 27 proxy contests, or
approximately 19% of proxy contests.
Some investors actively use the shareholder proposal
process to promote issues that are considered by some
to be social or political issues. These investors tend to be
the faith-based, public, and labor funds that are actively
engaged investors who may be focused on outcomes
beyond governance or sustainable long-term
performance. Although referred to as “activists”, these
investors are different from the activists focused on
financial and strategic corporate change.

Active managers
Active managers can pursue a variety of different
investment strategies that seek to achieve returns
above and beyond those returns provided by a
representative market index. Some active strategies are
designed to beat the performance of a benchmark
within the confines of various risk parameters, while
other strategies focus on absolute return. In the course
of managing active portfolios, portfolio managers may
view engagement and proxy voting as a means of
encouraging a particular outcome at a company that is
aligned with their investment views. At BlackRock, this
sometimes results in active portfolio managers voting
differently than other BlackRock portfolios (i.e., index
funds).
While there are a variety of active investment styles,
active managers do not generally seek seats on the
boards of portfolios companies. UCITS for example,
effectively prohibit managers from taking a board seat
or controlling vote.38
In voting their proxies, some managers perform their
own analysis and may engage directly with the
companies in their portfolios; others rely extensively on
proxy advisory services. Importantly, if an active
manager is unhappy with the management of a given
company, he/she can reduce his/her position or sell the
company’s shares entirely.
Engagement by Index Managers
In contrast, an index fund will hold a stock for as long
as it remains in the benchmark. Index fund managers
engage with companies and vote their proxies in order
to express their views, focusing on the long-term value
of the company. In the paper, “Engagement: The
Missing Middle Approach in the Bebchuk-Strine
Debate,” Matthew Mallow and Jasmin Sethi explain that
one can have active engagement with a company
without being an activist.39 The paper “Passive
Investors, Not Passive Owners” finds that index
investors improve corporate governance practices at
companies.40 Index managers generally limit
engagement to corporate governance topics such as
the qualifications of directors, the time they have to
devote to their duties, executive pay, or material ESG
issues.
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Voting data is more nuanced than threshold reporting data
Another set of data that is often referenced when
considering the voting power of an asset owner or
asset manager are regulatory threshold disclosures
filed by asset owners and asset managers (including,
for institutional investors, Form 13F filings in the US). 41
However, voting data is more nuanced than threshold
reporting data. As discussed below, these nuances
can have material implications for the interpretation of
threshold data.
First, for asset owners investing directly in company
stock, threshold reporting data is helpful in
understanding their economic ownership of the stock.
The same is not the case for asset managers because
threshold data reflects assets under management in
the case of asset managers, rather than economic
ownership of the shares. Asset managers are required
by regulations in various jurisdictions to submit
threshold disclosures for all AUM over which the
manager exercises investment and/or voting discretion.
This means that the threshold reporting numbers of
asset managers generally reflect aggregate holdings of
the stock of an individual company that may be held in
multiple portfolios, including a broad range of mutual
funds and separate accounts of diverse asset owner
clients. In practice, dozens or even hundreds of
portfolios – using different investment strategies – at a
single asset manager may each own stock in the same
company.

Our activities to integrate sustainability considerations into
the investment process mirror the diversity of clients we
serve, as well as the range of investment strategies and
asset classes we offer. Across BlackRock, we provide all of
our investment teams with data and insights to keep them
well-informed of sustainability considerations. Equipped with
the necessary data and tools, our active portfolio managers
are able to bring decision-useful ESG information into their
investment processes, discounting or emphasizing this
information as they would any other financial input.
ESG and Investment Stewardship
Our clients are long-term investors, as demonstrated by the
fact that about two-thirds of the assets BlackRock manages
are dedicated to retirement purposes. It is over the longer
term that ESG risks and opportunities tend to be material
and have the potential to impact financial returns. Just as we
expect the companies in which we invest to understand the
macroeconomic and industry trends in which they operate,
we believe that a company’s awareness of regulatory and

Second, threshold reporting data is often misinterpreted
as a proxy for asset manager voting power in a given
company. For example, in BlackRock’s case, threshold
reporting overestimates the amount of shares over which
BlackRock has voting authority. Simply put, threshold
reporting aggregates equity holdings across all equity
portfolios managed by BlackRock, even though BlackRock
does not have voting authority for all client accounts.
Specifically, some of our equity separate account clients
choose not to delegate voting authority to BlackRock. We
estimate that approximately one-quarter of equity separate
account assets managed by BlackRock do not delegate
voting authority to BlackRock. This represents
approximately 9% of assets in equity mandates managed
by BlackRock. In addition, there are certain companies for
which BlackRock is required to outsource voting to an
independent fiduciary due to perceived or potential
conflicts of interest as well as to comply with certain
regulatory requirements. We estimate that across equity
holdings managed by BlackRock, approximately 8% of
AUM is outsourced to an independent fiduciary to vote.
In addition, not all BlackRock portfolios vote the same
way. BlackRock retains voting authority for substantially all
commingled funds, however, active portfolio managers
reserve the right to vote their shares differently than
BlackRock’s index portfolios and sometimes they exercise
this right. As of March 31, 2018, approximately 9% of the
equity assets managed by BlackRock are managed in
active investment strategies.

societal trends helps drive long-term performance and
mitigates risk. The best companies ensure that their
investors, as well as other stakeholders in the company,
have enough information to understand the drivers of, and
risks to, long-term financial performance.
Unlike our actively managed investment strategies, our
index portfolio managers do not have the discretion to add or
remove a company’s securities from the portfolio as long as
that company remains in the relevant index. As such, for
index investing, investment stewardship activities are the
mechanism available to asset managers to integrate and
advance material sustainability-related insights. That said,
asset owners can choose to invest in specialized indexes
(as shown in Exhibit 5) that embed ESG factors into the
index construction rules. At BlackRock, index investment
mandates represent approximately 90% of our equity
AUM.42 BlackRock’s investment stewardship efforts benefit
from firm-wide data and insights on sustainability-related
issues.
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At BlackRock, we focus on those ESG issues that we
believe have a material impact on long-term financial
performance for companies in which our clients are
shareholders. While the body of research and historical
evidence is most robust for a set of “G” issues, there is
growing evidence that “E” and “S” issues can affect longterm financial performance.43
Sustainable Investment Solutions
Some asset owners choose to pursue investment strategies
that incorporate sustainability insights as a central theme to
mitigate risk and enhance long-term returns. Some of these
products can also be used by clients to align their financial
investments with their values by removing exposure to
specific investments, or by generating positive social
outcomes alongside market rates of return. We seek to
deliver sustainable investment solutions that address a
range of client motivations, empowering our clients to
achieve their financial objectives.
BlackRock offers clients sustainable investment solutions
that range from investments in green bonds and renewable
infrastructure, to thematic strategies that allow clients to
align their capital with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals. In addition, BlackRock is the largest provider of
sustainability-themed ETFs, including the industry’s largest
low-carbon ETF, and we manage one of the largest
renewable power funds globally. With deep expertise in
alpha-seeking and index strategies, across public equity and
debt, private renewable power, commodities and real asset
strategies, we are continuing to build scalable products and
customized solutions for clients across asset classes.

Conclusion
At BlackRock, we have a responsibility to generate the
sustainable, long-term returns that our clients need to meet
their financial goals. We believe in the value of direct
engagement with the companies that we invest in on behalf
of our clients, and we are continuing to invest to build our
capabilities in this area. We are also leveraging new
technology and tools within BlackRock in an effort to
continually improve our investment stewardship efforts.
Simultaneously, we are expanding our Sustainable Investing
efforts, including the creation of a firm-wide research team

focused on analyzing sustainability-related data to develop
the clearest possible picture of how material ESG issues
affect risk and long-term return. Finally, we are committed to
offering clients a wide range of products that reflect their
financial needs and their investment preferences.
A number of factors have combined to create increased
interest in investment stewardship as well as in ESG issues.
As discussed in this paper, it is important to understand the
roles and responsibilities of various participants in the
investment stewardship ecosystem. This includes asset
owners, asset managers, index providers and proxy
advisors. Often the preferences of asset owners drive critical
decisions around asset allocation decisions, ESG policies,
and voting policies. From an asset manager perspective, it is
important to consider material ESG issues as part of the
investment process, including investment stewardship. In
addition, asset managers need to offer products that appeal
to clients. Increasingly, clients are asking for ESG-oriented
products, and often these are associated with ESG-oriented
indexes.
Investment stewardship encompasses both engagement
with companies and the voting of proxies. In a given year,
there are thousands of ballot items that need to be
considered and voted upon. The vast majority of these are
routine management proposals that garner high levels of
support. A review of voting data on proposals – both
management and shareholder – for companies represented
in the Russell 3000 Index shows that the inclusion of routine
management proposals increases similarities in voting
records across the industry. However, when we look at more
controversial proposals like shareholder proposals, the
voting patterns differ considerably across the largest asset
managers and the managers’ records differ strongly when
compared to ISS recommendations. BlackRock takes an
engagement-first approach, emphasizing direct dialogues
with companies on issues that have a material impact on
financial performance. In voting, we carefully consider each
ballot item.
Investment stewardship and sustainable investing are both
areas that are evolving industrywide. BlackRock is
committed to investing in these areas as we look to generate
long-term sustainable performance for our clients.
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